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Bottled water sales in the United States reached 8.82 billion gallons in 2007, worth $11.7 billion, making
the U.S. market for bottled water the largest in the world, according to Beverage Marketing, a provider of
beverage industry data. Worldwide, water bottlers sold 47 billion gallons, or 178 billion liters, in 2006, up
from 43 billion gallons in 2005.
Campaigners against bottled water cite concerns that include energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions, waste, the environmental effect of water extraction, the perils of privatization and social
issues.
"We're at the beginning of an awakening of the costs of our bottled water use," said Peter Gleick,
president of the Pacific Institute, a sustainable development research organization in Oakland, California.
Last year, the institute saw "cities canceling contracts and prohibiting employees from buying bottled
water," Gleick said. "We saw restaurants very publicly moving away from bottled water. We saw public
campaigns starting. We saw local controversies."
In the United States, city, state, and county governments have legislated to limit bottled water use or
promoting tap water. Restaurants, schools, and religious groups have adopted similar policies, according
to the Earth Policy Institute, in Washington.
The energy required to make water bottles in the United States is equivalent to 17 million barrels of oil
annually, Gleick said. Globally, the bottling industry uses the equivalent of nearly 100 million barrels of
oil each year, excluding transportation. Gleick said the Fiji brand of bottled water sold in Los Angeles
traveled about 2,000 miles, or more than 3,000 kilometers, from the source to the store, effectively
doubling its use of energy.
Making plastic water bottles causes greenhouse gas emissions and uses water - about three liters of
water to produce one liter of bottled water, Gleick said.
In the United States, less than 20 percent of water bottles are recycled, according to the Container
Recycling Institute.
Jane Lazgin, spokeswoman for Nestlé Waters North America, said Nestlé was an industry leader in
reducing the plastic in bottles. In April 2007, it introduced a bottle that used 30 percent less plastic than
regular bottles. The company planned to move all of its products to the new bottle, she said.
Extraction also can have environmental effect. "Water is a renewable resource," Gleick said. "It's a
cycle. But a renewable resource by definition is a flow-limited resource." Overextraction "affects
everything around it: flows and rivers and streams, ecosystems, groundwater levels."
Climate change will increase pressure on freshwater supplies, according to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change.
Gigi Kellett, director of the Think Outside the Bottle campaign with Corporate Accountability International,
an organization that fights corporate abuse, said the water bottle industry was changing the public's
opinion about water, from a basic right to a commodity.
Representative Dennis Kucinich of Ohio, a Democrat who was chairman of the first of several House
subcommittee hearings on water in December, said: "We have to make up our minds: Is water a basic
right or not? If water is a privilege, based on ability to pay, then there're going to be a lot of people who
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can't afford that privilege."
Bottled water is often 1,000 times more expensive than tap water, and the industry subtly undercuts
public faith in municipal supplies, Kellett said.
"Privatizing doesn't work," she said. "People are left without access, rates increase."
"Coke and Nestlé and Pepsi have spent tens of millions of dollars a year manufacturing a demand for
water" as a commodity to be bought and sold for profit, she added.
In 2006, the industry spent $162.8 million on advertising bottled water in the United States, according to
ZenithOptimedia.
Lazgin defended the industry, saying its growth represented a shift from soda to water, not from the tap
to bottled water. "The reality is 70 percent of what we drink in America comes in a can or a bottle," she
said.
In January, Bloomberg News reported that industry growth was starting to slow. "Per-capita sales of the
product in the U.S. will rise 6.3 percent this year and 3.6 percent in 2010, slowing from 8.9 percent last
year, according to Euromonitor International," it reported.
Kucinich, the House representative, wants the U.S. government to revise industry regulations to
discourage spring extraction, and to fund improved mapping of ground and surface water.
"We're going to be tracking very carefully every single deal in America that grabs water supplies," he
said. "This is probably one of the most important public policy issues we'll face."
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